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Abstract: We present a systematic 2D spatial-coherence analysis of the soft-X-ray beamline P04
at PETRA III for various beamline configurations. The influence of two different beam-defining
apertures on the spatial coherence properties of the beam is discussed and optimal conditions for
coherence-based experiments are found. A significant degradation of the spatial coherence in the
vertical direction has been measured and sources of this degradation are identified and discussed.
The Fourier-analysis method, which gives fast and simple access to the 2D spatial coherence
function of the X-ray beam, is used for the experiment. Here, we exploit the charge scattering of a
disordered nanodot sample allowing the use of arbitrary X-ray photon energies with this method.
© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
To gain detailed knowledge of the coherence properties of X-ray radiation, its manipulation, and
especially its preservation plays an increasingly important role at synchrotron beamlines, not least
because of present and future upgrades of synchrotron facilities to diffraction-limited storage
rings, e.g., PETRA IV [1], ALS-U [2,3], ESRF-EBS [4] or MAX IV [5]. The most obvious
beneficiaries of a high coherent flux are coherent imaging and scattering experiments such as
Fourier-transform holography (FTH) [6–9], X-ray ptychography [10–13], coherent diffractive
imaging (CDI) [14–16], scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) [17–19], as well as
X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) [20–22]. For these experiments, the knowledge of
the intrinsic coherence properties of the X-ray source, as well as the impact of beamline apertures
and optics, is essential for optimizing the experimental conditions and a correct interpretation of
the data.
One important issue in this respect is whether the degree of coherence of the undulator beam
can be transported without losses to these “coherent-flux-hungry” experiments. Beamline optics
may cause a degradation of spatial coherence, e. g., due to imperfections of beryllium windows
or of optics’ surfaces, or vibrations of optical elements [23–28]. Another relevant question is how
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to determine the best beamline setting giving an optimized flux-coherence-balance of the beam
for diverse experimental requirements. From these perspectives, detecting and understanding the
coherence properties of the beam is of vital importance not only for planning experiments but
also for the design and optimization of current and future beamlines.
Coherence-measurement techniques play a decisive role in this context as they are used to map
out the effects of beamline optics and apertures on the coherence properties and ultimately to
compare them with the theoretical expectations [29–31]. The requirements on these techniques
have changed considerably over the last few years. Namely, they should be able to obtain reliably,
fast, and with low effort, the full two-dimensional information about the spatial coherence
properties of the beam. This is because a diagnostic measurement should not take away
significant time from the actual experiments.
There exist a variety of techniques to determine the coherence properties of X-ray radiation,
which can be divided into amplitude and intensity interferometry [32]. Amplitude interferometric
techniques are based on amplitude-correlation measurements and thus on first-order correlation
functions. The most prominent candidate is Young’s double-pinhole experiment, but more
advanced techniques have been developed over the last decades, which even allow for a direct
two-dimensional analysis of the coherence properties in a short time, e.g., near-field speckle
pattern analysis [33,34], circular phase-grating interferometry [35], or the Fourier-analysis
method [36]. Intensity interferometry exploits second-order intensity correlation functions.
This technique also allows for a two-dimensional analysis of the spatial coherence in a single
measurement via analyzing intensity correlations at different relative positions across the beam
[37,38].
In this paper, we present an in-detail multi-parameter 2D spatial-coherence analysis at the
XUV variable-polarization beamline P04 at PETRA III [39]. The influence of two different
beam-defining apertures, located at different positions along the beamline, on the photon-beam
properties is studied in order to find optimal conditions for coherence-based experiments. In this
study, the 2D spatial coherence, the photon-beam size at the focal position, and the photon flux
are compared for various beam-defining aperture openings at three different photon energies.
A significant reduction of the vertical spatial coherence compared to theoretical expectations
is found and sources of this degradation are identified. We use the Fourier-analysis method
detailed in [36] that allows for the determination of the full two-dimensional spatial (transverse)
coherence function and hence the transverse coherence length of the X-ray radiation directly from
a single far-field X-ray speckle pattern. Due to the simple and fast analysis, spatial-coherence
measurements for various beamline settings can be carried out in a short time to optimize beam
properties and re-check them during an experiment. The wavelength limitation present in our
previous study [36] is overcome by using a nano-structured sample producing small-angle X-ray
scattering from a charge inhomogeneity instead of a magnetic one. For this purpose, a highly
spatially disordered nanodot array is used. Exploiting the small-angle X-ray scattering from a
charge inhomogeneity for the Fourier-analysis method allows for a 2D spatial-coherence analysis
not only for certain energies in the soft X-ray range, as in our previous study [36], but for arbitrary
energies into the tender X-ray range, as presented here. Extension into hard X-rays should be
feasible with adapted samples.
2. Experimental
2.1. Experimental setup and sample system
The experimental setup used for the spatial-coherence measurements is specifically designed
for coherent small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and X-ray holographic imaging (XHM)
experiments at beamline P04 [36,40]. The sample is mounted on an aluminum sample holder and
can be positioned using a piezoelectrically-driven positioning system. The SAXS pattern of the
sample is detected by a Peltier-cooled 16Mpx CCD camera with a pixel size of 15 × 15 µm2 which
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is positioned 90 cm downstream of the sample. The camera is protected from the high-intensity
direct beam by a moveable central beam stop of 1mm diameter. A 1 µm diameter pinhole can be
inserted at the sample position to accurately scan the beam profile using a photodiode.
The sample could be any disordered system with a wide structural distance distribution like,
e. g., colloidal gold nanoparticles, nanospheres, or lamellar structures. Here, we have used a
spatially disordered nanodot array that is fabricated out of a homogeneous metallic multilayer
(Co1.65nm/Pt2nm)2 via nanosphere lithography utilizing di-block copolymer micelles [41]. The
multilayer is deposited on a 200 nm thick Si3N4 membrane of 500 × 500 µm2 size.
The average size and distance distribution of the nanodots is determined by the core and/or
shell diameter of the micelles [41,42]. Here, the nanodots have a diameter of ∼ 20 nm. The
distance distribution of the nanodots, obtained from a SEM image, is best described by the
probability density function of the log-normal distribution, which is very similar to the gamma
distribution (see Section 3.1). The distance distribution function has a maximum at a distance of
110 nm, a mean distance of 683 nm, and a standard deviation of 793 nm. The factor between
standard deviation and mean distance is 1.16.
The distance distribution of the scattering objects, in this case the nanodots, plays an important
role in the application of the Fourier-analysis method, as it determines the structure and shape
of the autocorrelation function, i.e., the Patterson function, of the samples’ electron density. In
[36], we found that for gamma-distributed lamellar structures a factor between standard deviation
and mean distance of larger than 0.5 is sufficient for the Fourier-analysis method. The Patterson
function is in this case a constant except in the vicinity of the center. The center of the Patterson
function shows an Airy-disk-like structure. The maximum radius of this structure is given by
twice the size of the most prevalent spatial distance of the spatial-distance distribution, which
is 110 nm in the here presented case. This radius has to be much smaller than the transverse
coherence length of the beam so that the Airy disk-like structure does not affect the determination
of the 2D spatial coherence function. Apart from that, the distance distribution determines
the structure of the scattering pattern in reciprocal space. In case of the nanodot sample, a
ring-shaped scattering pattern is obtained (see Section 3.1). Hence, the high-intensity region
of the scattering signal is well-separated from the direct beam and the beam stop at the center
of the scattering pattern. This separation is necessary, as sharp transitions and edges as well as
parasitic scattering around the beam-stop may cause unwanted artefacts in the Fourier transform
of the scattering pattern. As a consequence, a uniform distance distribution of scatterers would
be unsuitable for the Fourier-analysis method.
2.2. Beamline layout
The experiments have been performed at the XUV variable polarization beamline P04 at PETRA
III, delivering photon energies ranging from 250 eV to 3000 eV [39]. High-brilliance soft X-ray
radiation is generated via a 4.9 m long APPLE-II type helical undulator. The beamline layout is
shown in Fig. 1. A beam-defining four-blade aperture (BDA) located 27.9 m downstream of the
undulator source is used to define the angular acceptance of the beamline and to select a coherent
volume of the beam used for the experiment. The photon beam can be switched between two
branches using a switching mirror unit (SMU) located 35 m downstream of the undulator. In
Fig. 1 only the branch used for the presented experiments is shown. The undulator beam is
monochromatized using a plane mirror/varied- line-spacing (VLS) plane grating (PM/PG-U) unit
46 m downstream of the undulator. The VLS grating disperses the beam vertically and focusses
it in the vertical direction into the plane of an exit-slit unit (EXSU). The vertical exit aperture
monochromatizes the beam by spatially filtering the spectral focal curve and thus defines the
resolving power. As a consequence, the longitudinal coherence of the beam is improved. A
vertical exit-slit of 30 µm width, yielding a resolving power of around λ/∆λ= 104 has been used
for the experiments, resulting in a longitudinal coherence length in the order of lc = 10–20 µm.
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This is a factor 50 larger than the maximum path-length difference in the experiment and had
thus no sizeable impact on the experimental results. The horizontal blades at the EXSU can be
used to select the coherent volume of the photon beam in horizontal direction at a larger distance
from the undulator source compared to the BDA. The beam is focused in vertical and horizontal
direction to the experimental platform using a Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirror system consisting
of two plane-elliptical mirrors located 78.5 m (VKB) and 79.1 m (HKB) downstream of the
undulator, respectively. In the horizontal direction, the undulator source is directly imaged to the
experiment focus with a demagnification factor of around 40. In the vertical direction, the exit
slit of the monochromator is imaged to the experiment focus with a demagnification factor of 3.












Fig. 1. Arrangement of the optical elements of the P04 beamline at PETRA III. The beamline
consists of an APPLE-II type undulator, beam-defining apertures (BDA), a switching mirror
unit (SMU), a varied-line-spacing (VLS) grating, an exit-slit aperture (EXSU), a vertical
(VKB), and horizontal (HKB) refocusing mirror. The small-angle scattering pattern of the
sample positioned in the focus is recorded with a CCD detector.
3. Theory
3.1. Small-angle X-ray scattering with partially spatially coherent X-ray beams
SAXS is typically used to investigate objects containing structural features on a 100 nm length
scale [43]. It is a highly versatile ensemble-averaging technique for the structural characterization
of nanomaterials probing structural features over a sample volume typically much larger than
the characteristic structure sizes under investigation. The spatial coherence properties of the
illuminating beam have direct impact on the far-field SAXS pattern. Coherent illumination
results in the emergence of speckles. For extended samples, the angular width of the speckles is
determined by the size of the illuminating beam and its spatial coherence properties. The scattering




J (r1, r2) ρ (r1) ρ (r2) e−iq(r1−r2)dr1dr2, (1)
where r= (x, y) is a two-dimensional vector in the sample plane. The function J(r1,r2) is
called mutual optical intensity (MOI) and is an equal-time correlation function describing the
spatial coherence of the illuminating field in the quasi-monochromatic approximation. The
quasi-monochromatic approximation can be applied in case of a narrow spectral bandwidth
∆E  E of the X-ray radiation. In this case, the longitudinal coherence length lc is much larger
than any path-length difference occurring in the experiment, which makes temporal- coherence
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I(r2)µ(r1 − r2), (2)
where µ(r1 – r2) is the complex degree of coherence, or complex coherence factor (CCF). I(r1)
and I(r2) are the intensity values of the incoming beam at points r1 and r2. The GSM is a
successful approach to describe the spatial coherence of synchrotron radiation, as both the
intensity and the CCF are well described by Gaussian functions. Substitution of Eq. (2) into












The function O(∆r) is the autocorrelation of the product of the electron density and the intensity
distribution of the illuminating beam. Using the convolution theorem [44], the scattering intensity
in Eq. (3) can be described by
I(q) = Icoh(q) ⊗ µ(q), (4)
where q is a two-dimensional scattering vector with |q| = 4pi sin(θ)/λ, λ is the wavelength and
2·θ is the scattering angle. Icoh(q) = F {O(∆r)} is the diffraction pattern produced by a fully
coherent incident Gaussian beam and µ(q) the Fourier transform of the CCF. Within the GSM,
the CCF µ(∆r) is a Gaussian function with an rms width ls, which is the transverse coherence
length. Consequently, µ(q) is also a Gaussian function in reciprocal space with an rms width
ws=2pi/ls. Within the framework of the GSM, a global degree of coherence or coherent fraction
can be introduced, which characterizes the spatial coherence properties of the photon beam by





where h= ls/σb and σb is the rms width of the photon beam. ζ varies from zero for incoherent to
one for fully coherent radiation. It can be factorized and calculated separately for the horizontal
ζx and vertical ζy directions. The total degree of coherence or total coherent fraction is given by
the product ζ = ζxζy of both components.
The modeling of a SAXS experiment including beam size and spatial coherence is presented
in Fig. 2. For this, a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the nanodot sample [see
Fig. 2(a)] is binarized and multiplied with the square root of the photon beam profile, assumed to
be Gaussian. Figure 2(b) shows the spatial-distance distribution of the nanodot sample, which
is reasonable well described by the probability density function of the log-normal distribution.
The FWHM of the modeled beam is 10 µm × 10 µm (4.25 µm × 4.25 µm, rms) in horizontal and
vertical directions. Subsequently, the modulus square of the Fourier transform of the product of
both functions results in Icoh(q) [see Fig. 2(e)]. In order to take the spatial coherence properties
of the photon beam into account Icoh(q) is convolved with the Fourier transform of the CCF, µ(q),
[see Fig. 2(c)] according to Eq. (4). Figure 2(e) shows modeled SAXS patterns for four different
cases of global degree of coherence in horizontal in vertical directions. In case of full spatial
coherence, the SAXS pattern shows a sharp and grainy speckle pattern. In case of low spatial
coherence, either in horizontal or vertical direction, the speckles are elongated and streaky in
horizontal or vertical direction, respectively. The lower right quadrant in Fig. 2(e) shows the
pattern for an intermediate case of spatial coherence, where the speckles are larger in size in both
directions compared to the fully coherent case.
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Fig. 2. (a) Small section of a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the spatially
disordered nanodot array. (b) Spatial-distance distribution of the nanodot array (blue bars),
reasonably well described by the probability density function of a log-normal distribution (red
curve). (c) Modeled two-dimensional complex coherence factor (CCF) of the 10 × 10 µm2
photon beam having a horizontal spatial coherence of 10% and a vertical spatial coherence
of 60%. (d) Square-root of the two-dimensional photon beam intensity assuming a Gaussian
profile. (e)Modeled small-angle scattering (SAXS) pattern for four different spatial coherence
conditions using a binarized version of the full SEM image (40 µm2), the two-dimensional
beam profile and the complex coherence function of the photon beam given in Eq. (3).
3.2. Fourier-analysis method
Here, the Fourier-analysis method described in [36] is applied to the charge scattering from
a disordered ensemble of metallic nanodots. In contrast to using magnetic domain patterns
of laterally homogeneous films where the resonant interaction via the X-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD) effect is utilized as scattering contrast, this gives access to the two-dimensional
spatial coherence properties of X-ray radiation without restrictions to specific photon energies.
The scattered intensity distribution of the spatially disordered sample under partially spatially
coherent illumination, as measured by the detector, is described by Eq. (3). The inverse Fourier
transform of Eq. (3) yields
IF(∆r) =
F −1 {∫ O(∆r)µ(∆r)e−iq(∆r)d∆r} = |O(∆r)‖µ(∆r)|. (6)
Equation (6) implies that the inverse Fourier transform of the nanodot scattering pattern IF(∆r) is
the product of the modulus of the CCF, µ(∆r), and the modulus of the product autocorrelation
function of the electron density ρ(r) of the scattering object, i.e., the Patterson function, and the
intensity distribution of the illuminating beam I(r),O(∆r). It has been verified by simulations [36]
that the product autocorrelation function O(∆r) can be separated into the product of the Patterson
function of the electron density P(∆r) and the autocorrelation function of the beam intensity
distributionΨ(∆r). The latter is feasible in the here-presented case, where the electron density is a
spatially fast varying function and the intensity distribution a spatially slow varying function. The
former prerequisite is also fulfilled by the magnetic scattering density of a disordered magnetic
maze-domain pattern as shown in [36]. Hence, Eq. (6) can be expressed as
IF(∆r) = |P(∆r)|
Ψ(∆r)‖ |M(∆r) . (7)
The Patterson function of the spatially disordered nanodot array is constant, except for a tiny
region in the vicinity of the center, and thus contributes to IF(∆r) only by a constant multiplicative
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factor. Consequently, Eq. (7) can be used to deduce the two-dimensional representation of µ(∆r)
in a particularly simple way, which in turn can be utilized to determine the transverse coherence
length ls of the illuminating beam.
The results of the Fourier-analysis method applied to the above-modeled SAXS pattern (Fig. 2)
are shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) depicts the case of full spatial coherence (ζx,y= 100%) and
Fig. 3(b) the case of intermediate spatial coherence. In Fig. 3(a), IF(∆r) represents Ψ(∆r) except
for a constant multiplicative factor. For the intermediate case, an rms width of ls,x = 0.85 µm in
horizontal and ls,y = 6.36 µm in vertical direction is used as input parameters for µ(∆r) according
to a global degree of coherence of ζx= 10% in horizontal and ζy= 60% in vertical direction
[see Fig. 2(c) and Section 3.1]. It can be clearly seen that in the case of a low spatial coherence
along the horizontal direction, the Gaussian µ(∆x) strongly dominates the Fourier-transformed
speckle pattern IF(∆x). In Fig. 3(c), the CCF of the pattern shown in Fig. 3(b) in horizontal
µ(∆x) (red curve) and vertical direction µ(∆y) (blue curve) is presented. These functions are
obtained from the normalization of IF(∆x) and IF(∆y) using Ψ(∆x) and Ψ(∆y) [36]. A Gaussian
fit to the profiles results in ls,x = (0.91± 0.01) µm and ls,y = (6.17± 0.04) µm in horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively. The obtained results are in very good agreement with the input
parameters used for the convolution of the SAXS pattern above (see Section 3.1). Hence, this
shows that the method is able to extract the entire information about the two-dimensional spatial
coherence of the illuminating beam from a single SAXS pattern.
Fig. 3. (a) Inverse Fourier transform of the modeled SAXS patterns assuming (a) a fully
spatially coherent photon beam and (b) a horizontal spatial coherence of 10% and a vertical
spatial coherence of 60%. (c) The CCF given by central line profiles across the pattern
shown in (b) in horizontal (red open circles) and vertical (blue open circles) directions. The
gray curve is obtained by azimuthally averaging the pattern in (a). The rms values σ are
obtained from a Gaussian fit to the data (colored lines). One can see that the horizontal
profile is highly dominated by the CCF in the horizontal direction.
4. Results
4.1. Spatial-coherence measurements at the beamline P04 at PETRA III
The two-dimensional spatial-coherence properties of the photon beam at the P04 beamline at
PETRA III is determined using the Fourier-analysis method. For this, single-exposure SAXS
patterns from the spatially disordered nanodot sample [see Fig. 2(a)] are recorded with the
CCD detector. The exposure time is varied between 5 ms and 6 s, depending on beamline
settings. The beam profile is obtained via scanning the beam in the focus with a 1-µm- diameter
pinhole. Figure 4 shows two SAXS patterns, I(q), recorded at a photon energy of 500 eV
and their corresponding Fourier-transformed patterns IF(∆r). The slightly anisotropic shape
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of the SAXS patterns compared to the modeled pattern in Fig. 2(e) originates from a slightly
anisotropic distance distribution of the nanodots at the illuminated sample location. This has
no notable impact on the Patterson function particularly at large ∆r, where it is constant. The
two patterns displayed in the left and right half of the images show two different cases of spatial
coherence. The right half corresponds to illumination with the full beam. Elongated speckles
along the horizontal direction are observed indicating a low spatial coherence in that direction.
The left half shows a scattering pattern from the same sample when the photon beam is cut by
the horizontal BDA [see Fig. 1], set to 200 µm. The FWHM of the photon beam at the BDA
position is around 800 µm (central radiation cone). Thus, the cutting results in a drop in photon
flux by one order of magnitude. Round speckles (decreased speckle size along the horizontal
direction) can be seen in the left half of Fig. 4(a), reflecting the increased spatial coherence in
that direction. This is in agreement with the predictions of the model data presented in Section
3.2. An inverse Fourier transform of the SAXS patterns yields the above-described product of
the spatial coherence, Patterson, and autocorrelation function of the beam profile [see Fig. 4(b)].
It can be clearly seen that the profile in the right part of Fig. 4(b) is strongly asymmetric and
dominated by the limited spatial coherence in the horizontal direction as described in Appendix
A. In contrast, the left half of Fig. 4(b) is almost isotropic due to the increased spatial coherence
in the horizontal direction. The high-intensity horizontal streak in the center of both patterns
originates from the beam-stop wire half-traversing the SAXS pattern in the vertical direction
[see Fig. 4(a)]. The radial CCF profiles for both two-dimensional patterns shown in Fig. 4(b) as
a function of angular direction are obtained from azimuthally averaged circle segments of 10°
width using the procedure given in [36]. The horizontal CCF profiles in case of the full beam and
for the horizontal 200 µm BDA are presented in Fig. 5(a). A Gaussian fit to the CCFs is used to
determine the transverse coherence length (rms width of the Gaussian function). The horizontal
transverse coherence length of the full beam is ls,x = (1.18± 0.04) µm, and with the BDA set
to 200 µm in the horizontal direction ls,x = (4.37± 0.05) µm. Hence, the transverse coherence
length could be increased by a factor of 3.7. The data shows an increase of the CCF at larger
separations ∆x, after the initial falloff, which is frequently reported in literature [47–50]. The
CCF increases above ∆x= 3 µm in case of the full beam and above ∆x= 8.5 µm for the horizontal
200 µm BDA [Fig. 5(a)]. In accordance with literature, only the central lobe has been fitted
with a Gaussian in order to determine the transverse coherence length [12,47,50]. It has been
suggested that the increase of the CCF at larger ∆r arises from the contribution of higher residual
coherence modes to the fundamental coherent mode [51]. Figure 5(b) displays the transverse
coherence length in all angular directions. The regions shaded in grey mark the angle where the
two-dimensional profile is corrupted due to the impact of the beam-stop wire. An elliptical fit to
the data excluding corrupted data points is used to calculate the values of the global degree of
coherence in horizontal and vertical directions. For the case of the full beam, the horizontal and
vertical global degrees of coherence are ζx = (13± 1)% and ζy = (50± 3)%, respectively. For the
horizontal 200 µmBDA, the horizontal and vertical global degree of coherence are ζx = (46± 3)%
and ζy = (53± 3)%, respectively, which is almost isotropic. The observed correlation between
the SAXS pattern (shape of speckles) and the obtained values of the global degree of coherence
are in a good agreement with the predictions of the model data presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
4.2. Two-dimensional multi-parameter spatial-coherence analysis
In the following, a systematic spatial-coherence analysis of P04 is performed in order to find
optimal beamline configurations for coherence-based experiments and to identify different origins
of decoherence effects. The presented analysis can be used as a guideline for other beamlines
on how to determine, understand, and possibly improve the spatial-coherence properties. Prior
to such an experimental study, it is useful to calculate the coherence properties of the available
undulator source (see Appendix A). This provides an initial estimate of the expected global
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Fig. 4. (a) SAXS pattern recorded at the P04 beamline at a photon energy of 500 eV from
the spatially disordered nanodot sample. In the left half image, the horizontal BDA aperture
has been closed to 200 µm, while in the right half image the full beam is impinging on
the sample. (b) Fourier transform of the SAXS pattern shown in (a) that has been used to
determine the transverse coherence in all angular directions. The values of the global degree
of coherence for the horizontal and vertical directions are given in the figure.
Fig. 5. (a) Complex coherence factors (CCFs) along the horizontal direction extracted from
the two-dimensional spatial coherence functions determined at a photon energy of 500 eV
[see Fig. 4(b)]. The profiles show an increase of the CCF at ∆x= 3 µm for the full beam
and at ∆x= 8.5 µm for the 200 µm BDA. For the analysis, a Gaussian fit to the central lobe
of the data has been performed in order to determine the transverse coherence length. (b)
Transverse coherence length determined in all angular directions. An ellipse has been fitted
to the data in order to determine the global degree of coherence in horizontal and vertical
directions [see Fig. 4]. The angular regions shaded in gray have been omitted in the fit, as
here the two-dimensional profile is corrupted due to the impact of the beam-stop wire on the
Fourier-transformed SAXS pattern [see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)].
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degree of coherence of the synchrotron radiation. At P04 the coherent fraction from the source is
about 90% in the vertical direction and between 4% and 20% in the horizontal direction for the
photon energy range covered by the beamline (see Appendix A). In order to increase the total
coherent fraction available for an experiment, a straightforward approach is to use a slit system in
the horizontal direction, downstream from the undulator, to cut out a coherent portion of the
beam.
For the systematic spatial-coherence analysis of P04, three different photon energies (500 eV,
780 eV, and 1200 eV) and different beamline configurations are used and compared in terms of
photon flux, spatial coherence, and focal beam size. Two horizontal beam-defining apertures
(BDA, EXSU) at two different positions (27.9 m and 71 m) downstream from the undulator [see
Fig. 1] are used as spatial coherence filter and/or secondary source.
The horizontal beam-defining apertures BDA and EXSU at beamline P04 generally have a
different impact on the beamline parameter under investigation. The BDA close to the undulator
source can be used as a spatial coherence filter and as a secondary source. Thus, it controls the
beam´s spatial-coherence properties as well as the focal spot size at the experiment. The EXSU
beam-defining aperture close to the refocusing mirror unit can be used also as a spatial coherence
filter, while the focal spot size remains determined by the geometrical demagnification of the
undulator or secondary source, the latter defined by the BDA. The difference between those two
apertures can be explained by Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction from the apertures analyzed at
the focal position and characterized by the Fresnel number NF [52] (NF > 1 Fresnel, NF  1
Fraunhofer). Due to the small distance of the EXSU aperture to the focal position (10 m) the
Fresnel number ranges from NF = 570 to NF = 1.5 at 780 eV photon energy for the aperture sizes
between 6mm and 300 µm used for the spatial coherence analysis. In this range of NF (Fresnel
diffraction) the shape and divergence of the beam downstream of the aperture is determined by
the size of the aperture and the divergence of the undulator source, the so called geometrical
shadow. Thus, the EXSU aperture is clipping the photon beam but has no effect on the focal
beam size. In contrast, the Fresnel number for the BDA ranges from NF = 1.8 to NF = 0.005
at 780 eV photon energy for aperture sizes between 1mm and 50 µm (53.1 m BDA to focus
distance). In this Fresnel-number range a transition between Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction
occurs. Below NF = 1 (600 µm BDA), the shape of the photon beam changes and the divergence
of the beam decreases, leading to a decreasing focal beam size. At small BDA sizes (≤ 150 µm)
the divergence of the photon beam increases again due to Fraunhofer diffraction resulting in an
increasing focal beam size. Hence, due to the impact of the BDA on the focal beam size it can be
referred to as a secondary source.
The results of the systematic coherence analysis performed at the P04 beamline are shown in
Fig. 6. For this analysis, a vertical EXSU aperture size of 30 µm has been used. For the variation
of the BDA the horizontal EXSU aperture is set to fully open and vice versa. Upon closing
the BDA to 50 µm, the coherent fraction ζx increases from (13.6± 1.5)% to (90.0± 5.0)% at
500 eV photon energy, from (11.2± 1.5)% to (95± 3.5)% at 780 eV photon energy, and from
(5.2± 1.5)% to (53.0± 4.0)% at 1200 eV photon energy. Thus, for 500 eV and 780 eV photon
energy the beam is almost fully coherent at an aperture size of 50 µm. At large BDA sizes (1mm),
the coherent fraction shows a very good agreement with the theoretical values of the undulator
source (6.6%–12.9% (see Appendix A), dashed horizontal lines). The large increase of spatial
coherence is directly correlated with an increase of the transverse coherence length ls,x, which
increases from (1.23± 0.04) µm to (20± 1.5) µm at 500 eV photon energy, from (0.89± 0.04)
µm to (20± 1.5) µm at 780 eV photon energy, and from (0.45± 0.02) µm to (3.59± 0.25) µm
at 1200 eV photon energy, at an aperture size of 50 µm. We find that the beam size decreases
by decreasing the aperture from 1mm to 50 µm. Thus, the increase of the coherent fraction
is not only determined by an increasing transverse coherence length but also by an additional
decrease of the beam size [see Eq. (5)]. For 500 eV, no decrease of the focal spot size is observed.
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In contrast, at an aperture size of 200 µm, a small increase is observed. It is assumed that
this behavior originates from the wavelength-dependent transition from Fresnel to Fraunhofer
diffraction caused by the BDA. The Fresnel number is NF= 0.07 for 500 eV, NF = 0.12 for 780 eV,
and NF = 0.2 for 1200 eV at a BDA size of 200 µm. The transmission of the aperture drops
significantly at BDA sizes < 200 µm. A high photon flux of around 5·1010 ph/s is only maintained
up to a coherent fraction ζx of around 46% at 500 eV, 33% at 780 eV, and 24% at 1200 eV, at
a BDA size of 200 µm. Consequently, a higher coherent fraction is accompanied by a drop of
orders of magnitude in photon flux [see Fig. 6].
For the other case, varying the EXSU beam-defining aperture and leaving the BDA open, we
found an increase of the coherent fraction ζx from (8.2± 1.5)% to (59.3± 2.5)% at 500 eV photon
energy and from (4.3± 1.5)% to (45.9± 2.5)% at 1200 eV photon energy with decreasing EXSU
aperture size from fully open to 300 µm. This goes in line with an increase of the transverse
coherence length ls,x from (0.91± 0.08) µm to (9.94± 0.19) µm at 500 eV, and from (0.45± 0.03)
µm to (4.79± 0.13) µm at 1200 eV. In contrast to closing the BDA, the focal spot size remains
unchanged when decreasing the EXSU size. This has been verified by using an additional beam
diagnostic tool that is specifically designed to map out the full beam caustic of the X-ray beam
with high spatial resolution, using a very thin Ce:YAG-screen coupled to a high resolution optics.
This tool, however, can only be used interchangeably with the actual experimental setup. The
small deviation of the focal spot size for 500 eV at an EXSU size of 3mm results from a slight
deformation of the beam profile. We find that the high coherent fraction of 60% at 500 eV and
46% at 1200 eV can be obtained while maintaining a photon flux higher than the one measured
when using the BDA to obtain comparable spatial coherence. Assuming that the degree of spatial
coherence of the source and of the photon beam along the propagation direction is constant, as
proposed by the GSM, the relation between transmitted intensity and spatial degree of coherence
should show the same trend for the BDA and EXSU aperture. However, the locations of both
apertures at the beamline have a different effect on the photon-beam properties [53]. While
the EXSU aperture is only clipping and selecting a coherent portion of the beam, the BDA
additionally defines a secondary source and therewith controls the focal size. We assume that
either the latter effect of the BDA requires a tighter clipping of the beam compared to the EXSU
in order to increase the spatial degree of coherence, or the propagation of the highly spatially
coherent beam at small BDA sizes along the whole beamline results in stronger interference
effects at downstream optical elements (SMU, VLS, VKB, HKB), having an impact on the
photon-beam profile and consequently on the measured photon flux.
So far, the vertical coherent fraction has not been addressed. The data shows that the vertical
coherent fraction is between 41% and 54% and thus much smaller than expected (87%–91%)
in the whole photon-energy range from 500 eV to 1200 eV (see Appendix A). Hence, notable
spatial coherence degradation is observed in the vertical direction compared to the theoretical
expectations. Possible sources of coherence degradation at the P04 beamline are discussed and
analyzed in detail in the next section.
4.3. Sources of spatial-coherence degradation
Spatial-coherence degradation stands for a reduction of the (effective) spatial degree of coherence
of the photon beam, originating from diverse sources within the beamline or the experiment
[25,54,55]. One has to distinguish between direct and indirect coherence degradation. Direct
coherence degradation denotes a reduction of the spatial coherence properties due to optical
elements within the beamline, such that a lower spatial coherence is transported through the
beamline and is available for experiments. This comprises, e.g., vibration-induced effects either
in transmission (beryllium window, or graphite filter) [25,56,57] or reflection (monochromator,
mirrors) [58–60], and the surface quality of optical elements [27,28]. Indirect coherence
degradation implies the reduction of the observed coherence properties due to the experimental
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Fig. 6. (a) The degree of coherence, transverse coherence length, and focal beam size as a
function of horizontal BDA openings as well as the photon flux as a function of the degree
of coherence for three different photon energies [500 eV (black), 780 eV (red), and 1200 eV
(blue)]. (b) The same dependencies presented in (a) but as a function of the horizontal EXSU
aperture. In (a) and (b), the solid lines denote the horizontal, and the dotted lines the vertical
axis. The dashed lines correspond to theoretical values for the degree of coherence of the
undulator source (see Appendix A). For the variation of the BDA the EXSU aperture is set
to fully open and vice versa.
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apparatus and measurement technique, even though a higher spatial coherence is transported
through the beamline. This includes vibrations of the sample or the sample stage, dynamics in the
sample, insufficient longitudinal coherence, or under-sampling of speckles within the diffraction
pattern.
For the performed Fourier-analysis experiment, indirect coherence degradation effects could
be ruled out. The transverse coherence lengths determined from SAXS patterns recorded
at different exposure times (0.05 s and 0.7 s, corresponding to 20Hz and 1.4Hz) does not
show any deterioration [61]. A frequency analysis of photon beam vibrations at the focal
position using the beam diagnostic tool mentioned in Section 4.2 shows vertical photon-beam
vibrations with frequencies of 13Hz, 18Hz, 25Hz, and 50Hz, originating mainly from the
VKB (The maximum resolvable frequency is 80Hz). The distribution of the photon-beam
movements reveals a Gaussian distribution with an rms width of 0.5 µm (∧= 100 nrad VKB pitch
vibration). Frequencies faster than 20Hz could not be analyzed in terms of spatial coherence in
the experiment. However, using the model presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we found that a
movement of photon beam or sample by 0.5 µm (5% of the FWHM) has no effect on the position
and size of the speckles within the modeled SAXS pattern. Hence, the results of the Fourier
analysis are not affected by vibrations of that magnitude of the sample, the experimental chamber
or the photon beam at the sample position.
However, vibrations of optical elements can have a profound impact on the spatial coherence
properties, as these result in a significant increase of the virtual source size and hence directly
influence the spatial coherence properties of the beam. Horizontal optical elements are less
critical in terms of stability and due to the large undulator source size in the horizontal direction
at most third-generation synchrotrons like PETRA III, vibrational effects on the horizontal spatial
coherence properties are negligible. This is consistent with the fact that the horizontal spatial
coherence for the full beam, determined by the analysis above, is in very good agreement with
the theoretical values [see Fig. 6]. However, strong coherence degradation is observed in the
vertical direction. At beamline P04, the only vertical optical elements are the VKB and the
monochromator. The dispersive plane of the monochromator is in the vertical direction and
hence vibrations of the monochromator cause small shifts of the photon energy, but no spatial
vibrations of the beam in the focus. A check of the photon energy variations would require
additional diagnostics [62]. The challenge is to precisely detect small energy variations at high
frequencies to uncover the root cause of the vibrations.
The spatial-coherence degradation due to the vertical vibrations of the monochromator (pre-
mirror and grating are considered separately), the VKB, and the undulator source can be calculated
via the influence on the virtual source size by using Eq. (9) and following [31,53,63] to calculate
the increased virtual source size Σvib,y (rms) as
Σvib,y =
√
Σ2y + (2σPREda)2 + (2σGRTdb)2 + (3.68σVKBdc)2 + (σtSCR)2 + (σvSCR)2. (8)
Here, da = 45.9 m, db = 46 m, and dc = 7.5 m are the source–pre-mirror, source–grating and
EXSU–VKB distances, respectively. Further, σPRE, σGRT, σVKB, and σvSCR are the rms values of
the pitch vibrations of the pre-mirror, the grating, the VKB and the undulator source, respectively,
while σtSCR is the translational movement of the undulator source. The factor 2 for the pre-mirror
pitch and grating pitch vibrations regards the twice as large deflection of the photon beam
when pitching the mirror. The factor 3.68 for the VKB pitch vibrations reflects the optical
demagnification of the monochromator in order to transform the VKB vibrations into virtual-
source vibrations. The increased source divergence Σ’vib,y has been neglected as it has only a
vanishingly small impact on the vertical coherent fraction. For the analytical calculation, upper
limits for the optics vibrations have to be specified. An upper limit for the VKB vibration of
σVKB = 100 nrad is found from the analysis above. The grating pitch vibration is limited to about
σGRT = 100 nrad, which was determined using an autocollimator [39]. An upper limit for the
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pre-mirror pitch vibrations σPRE can be estimated from the best energy resolution measured at a
fixed vertical exit-slit size [62], which is ∼ 40 meV at 1000 eV photon energy and 10 µm vertical
exit-slit size. Using the ray-tracing software XRT (XRayTracer) [30], we find an upper limit of
about σPRE ∼ 200 nrad for the pre-mirror pitch vibrations. The source angular vibrations are of
about σvSCR = 50 nrad and the source translational movements of around σ
v
SCR = 0.5 µm (PETRA
III archive viewer). We find that the contribution of the VKB vibration to Σvib,y is between
0.6%–1.4% and the contribution of the source angular vibration and translational movement
to Σvib,y is below 0.1%. Thus, these contributions have only a vanishingly small effect on the
calculated vertical coherent fraction. Figure 7 shows the calculated vertical coherent fraction as a
function of the pre-mirror pitch vibrations σPRE for grating pitch vibrations of 100 nrad (solid
line), 150 nrad (dashed line), and 200 nrad (dash-dotted line) at 500 eV (black), 780 eV (red), and
1200 eV (blue) photon energies. The dotted colored line represents the vertical coherent fraction
ζy without vibrations of the optics or the undulator source, which are 90% at 500 eV, 89% at
780 eV, and 87% at 1200 eV photon energy. The calculated coherent fraction is significantly
reduced from the values without vibrations to about 10%–20% at a pre-mirror pitch vibration of
1200 nrad. Using the determined upper limits of the optics vibrations, we find a reduction of
the vertical coherent fraction ζy to about 70% at 500 eV, 62% at 780 eV, and 54% at 1200 eV
photon energy. The vertical coherent fractions determined using the systematic spatial-coherence
analysis show a very good agreement with the calculated vibrations of around 340 nrad for the
pre-mirror pitch and 100 nrad for the grating pitch. This would result in an energy resolution of
65meV using a 10 µm vertical exit-slit size which is much larger than the measured ∼ 40meV.
As a consequence, the large deviations of the vertical coherent fractions in comparison with the
theoretical values cannot be described only by optics vibrations.
Another source of spatial coherence degradation can be the quality of each optical element
along the beamline. The photon beam from the undulator source can be re-scattered due to
surface inhomogeneites of the optics or grating imperfections and can introduce unpredictable
phase variations in the reflected beam. In [27,28], the authors propose that the imperfections of
each optical element can be seen as a separate secondary source adding a further and almost
incoherent component superimposed on the original beam. The properties of the additional
incoherent component depend strongly on the statistical parameters of the optics surface, e.g.,
surface roughness, and correlation length of the height–height fluctuations. Unfortunately, the
magnitude of the effect is difficult to predict. The theory presented in [27] states that if the beam
has a low degree of spatial coherence and can thus be seen as almost incoherent, the surface
inhomogeneites have no effect on the coherence properties of the reflected beam, as the phase
distribution of the incoming beam is already random. This can give a hint to the findings of
Section 4.2, where the BDA has to be further closed compared to the EXSU aperture in order to
improve the horizontal spatial-coherence properties of the photon beam. In case of the EXSU
aperture, the beam is propagated through the beamline with a low spatial coherence until the far
end of the beamline and hence upstream optical elements and their surface inhomogeneites have
no effect on the spatial coherence properties of the beam. When closing the BDA, the spatial
coherence properties are improved directly after the undulator and hence, depending on the
degree of spatial coherence, each optical element of the beamline adds an incoherent component
to the original beam leading to an effective spatial coherence degradation at the sample position.
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Fig. 7. Calculated vertical coherent fraction of the undulator source as a function of
pre-mirror pitch vibrations (rms) for different grating pitch vibrations (rms) (100 nrad (solid
lines), 150 nrad (dashed lines), and 200 nrad (dash-dotted lines) and three different photon
energies [500 eV (black), 780 eV (red), and 1200 eV (blue)]. The black dots correspond to
the measured vertical coherent fractions. The dotted lines represent the theoretical values
of the undulator source (see Appendix A). The vertical dashed line corresponds to the
independently determined upper limit of the pre-mirror pitch vibration.
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5. Conclusions
We have presented a systematic multi-parameter 2D spatial-coherence analysis at the P04 beamline
at PETRA III using the Fourier-analysis method. A spatially disordered nanodot array has been
used as sample in order to overcome the wavelength restriction of the previous study [36]. For
the systematic spatial-coherence analysis, three different photon energies (500 eV, 780 eV, and
1200 eV) have been used. Two different horizontal beamline apertures (BDA, EXSU) are utilized
to vary the spatial coherence of the photon beam. We find that the spatial coherence can be
increased up to 90% in the horizontal direction via closing the BDA down to 50 µm and up
to 60% via closing the EXSU aperture down to 300 µm. It is observed that the increase of
the coherent fraction using the BDA is accompanied by a decreasing focal beam size in the
horizontal direction, down to a certain value and a decreasing photon flux. However, for the
horizontal EXSU aperture, the beam size in the focus remains unchanged when varying its width,
maintaining a still high photon flux. A strong spatial-coherence degradation to about 41%–54%
is observed in the vertical direction. We find that a significant amount of this degradation can
be ascribed to vibrations of the monochromator. However, the optics vibrations alone cannot
fully explain the strong spatial coherence degradation. We assume that the surface quality of the
optics and the re-scattering of the incoming beam have an additional significant contribution to
the observed spatial coherence degradation. This effect will have to be further investigated in
detail as it will have an increasing impact on future beamlines at DLSR facilities.
Appendix A
To give an exact description for the spatial coherence properties of synchrotron radiation from an
undulator is a challenging task and heavily debated in the synchrotron community [47,64–69].
This is due to the fact that the emission of synchrotron radiation from an electron bunch in an
undulator is described by statistically distributed wavefronts and is thus only partially coherent
in most third-generation synchrotron facilities. The wavelength-dependent coherent fraction
or global degree of coherence ζ(λ) of synchrotron radiation from an undulator is frequently
described as the ratio of the diffraction-limited radiation emittance from a single electron εr(λ)








Σx,y and Σ’x,y are the photon-beam´s source size and divergence which can be both calculated
using the electron-beam emittance εx,y(e−), the betatron function βx,y, and the magnetic length of
the undulator L [67,70,71]. In literature different expressions exist for the spatial σr and angular
σr′ representations of undulator radiation from a single electron; a comparison of all expressions
can be found in [64]. Here, the expressions given by Onuki and Elleaume are used which result









⇒ εr(λ) = λ2pi . (10)
The coherent fraction of the synchrotron radiation emitted by the P04 APPLE-II undulator can
be calculated using the parameters listed in Table 1 and Eq. (9). Figure 8 shows the calculated
photon source size Σx,y and divergence Σ’x,y (a) as well as the coherent fraction (b) as a function
of photon energy. The coherent fraction is about 90% in the vertical direction and between 4%
and 20% in the horizontal direction for the photon energy range covered by the beamline.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 8. (a) Calculated photon source size Σx,y (solid lines) and source divergence Σ´x,y
(dashed lines) of the P04 undulator at PETRA III as a function of photon energy. (b)
Calculated horizontal (blue), vertical (red), and total (black) coherent fraction as a function
of photon energy.
Table 1. PETRA III and P04 parameters.
Parameter Horizontal (x) Vertical (y)
Electron beam emittance ε(e−) 1.29 nmrad 0.0129 nmrad
Betatron function β (High beta) 20.01m 2.36m
Undulator length L (P04) 4.75 m (magnets)
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